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Categorical perception (CP) represents a fundamental process in converting continuous speech acoustics into in-
variant percepts. Using scalp-recorded event-related brain potentials (ERPs), we investigatedhow tone-language
experience and stimulus context influence the CP for lexical tones—pitch patterns used by a majority of the
world's languages to signal wordmeaning. Stimuli were vowel pairs overlaid with a high-level tone (T1) follow-
ed by a pitch continuum spanning betweendipping (T3) and rising (T2) contours of theMandarin tonal space. To
vary context, T1 either preceded or followed the critical T2/T3 continuum. Behaviorally, native Chinese showed
stronger CP as evident by their steeper,more dichotomous psychometric functions and faster identification of lin-
guistic pitch patterns than native English-speaking controls. Stimulus context produced shifts in both groups' cat-
egorical boundary but was more exaggerated in native listeners. Analysis of source activity extracted from
primary auditory cortex revealed overall stronger neural encoding of tone in Chinese compared to English, indi-
cating experience-dependent plasticity in cortical pitch processing. More critically, “neurometric” functions de-
rived from multidimensional scaling and clustering of source ERPs established: (i) early auditory cortical
activity could accurately predict listeners' psychometric speech identification and contextual shifts in the percep-
tual boundary; (ii) neurometric profiles were organized more categorically in native speakers. Our data show
that tone-language experience refines early auditory cortical brain representations so as to supply more faithful
templates to neural mechanisms subserving lexical pitch categorization. We infer that contextual influence on
the CP for tones is determined by language experience and the frequency of pitch patterns as they occur in lis-
teners' native lexicon.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Categorical perception (CP) represents a fundamental aspect of
human perception–cognition with a rich empirical history (for review,
see Harnad, 1987). In speech, CP occurs when gradually morphed
speech sounds along a large acoustic continuum are heard as belonging
to one of only a few discrete phonetic classes or common identities
(Liberman et al., 1967; Pisoni, 1973; Pisoni and Luce, 1987). Listeners
treat sounds within a given category as perceptually similar despite
their otherwise dissimilar acoustic characteristics. Tokens labeled with
different phonetic identities are said to cross the categorical boundary,
a psychological border where listeners' perception abruptly flips. Cate-
gorical speech boundaries emerge early in life (Eimas et al., 1971) and
are further modified based on one's native tongue (Kuhl et al., 1992;
Xu et al., 2006a). This suggests that the neural mechanisms underlying
CP are malleable to the experiential effects of learning and language
experience.
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lman).
Neural correlates of CPhave been identified in various neuroimaging
studies (e.g., Bidelman, 2015; Binder et al., 2004; Chang et al., 2010;
Zhang et al., 2011). In our recent ERP studies, we traced the functional
neural chronometry of CP using event-related brain potentials (ERPs)
evoked by a speech vowel continuum(Bidelman et al., 2013b). Compar-
isons between psychometric and “neurometric” identification
functions—derived from their ERPs—revealed that listeners' perceptual
CP for speech was well-predicted based on the magnitude of their un-
derlying neural responses (time window of the P2 wave: ~150 ms).
That is, brain activity tended to cluster according to phonetic rather
the acoustic rules and closely mirrored their behavioral classification
(Bidelman et al., 2013b) including predicting the steepness of their cat-
egorical boundary (Bidelman, 2015). These results suggest that the neu-
ral underpinnings of categorical speech perception emerge within the
first few hundred milliseconds after sound enters the ear (see also
Chang et al., 2010) and moreover, that the degree of CP listeners per-
ceive is predicted by early cortical neural representations for speech.
More recently, we have shown that auditory experience (e.g., musical
training) can strengthen perceptual CP (e.g., faster and sharper classifica-
tion) and that these behavioral enhancements are reflected in more di-
chotomous (i.e., categorical) neural activity (Bidelman and Alain, 2015).
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Here, we investigated how other forms of auditory experience, namely
tone-language expertise, confer similar experience-dependent
neuroplasticity and influence categorical speech processing.

Pitch provides an optimal window to study language-dependent ef-
fects on CP as it is one of the most important information-bearing com-
ponents of language. In particular, tone languages provide a unique
opportunity for investigating the linguistic use of pitch in relation to cat-
egorical speech perception given their widespread use among the
world's population. In these languages, pitch variations at the syllable
or word level are lexically significant. Mandarin Chinese, for example,
has four lexical tones: high-level tone ma1 ‘mother’ [T1], rising tone
ma2 ‘hemp’ [T2], falling-rising tone ma3 ‘horse’ [T3], falling tone ma4

‘scold’ [T4] (Yip, 2003). Cross-language comparisons betweenMandarin
and English speakers' perception of tonal continua demonstrate
language-dependent enhancements in native listeners in the form of
stronger, more dichotomous CP for the pitch patterns of the Mandarin
tonal space (Peng et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2006a; Zheng et al., 2012). Ad-
ditionally, Chinese listeners' more salient CP for even non-speech stim-
uli further suggests an experience-dependent enhancement to the
categorization of pitch that is domain-general but also influenced by
long-term categorical representations and short/long-term memory
garnered through tone-language experience (Xu et al., 2006a). Consis-
tent with behavioral studies, neuroimaging work demonstrates that
linguistic pitch experience tunes both subcortical (Bidelman et al.,
2011a, 2011b; Krishnan et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2006b) and cortical
(Chandrasekaran et al., 2007b; Gandour et al., 1998, 2000) encoding of
pitch. Presumably, tone-languages not only enhance neural pitch repre-
sentations, but also act towarp or restrict the perceptual space near cat-
egory boundaries to supply a more dichotomous decision when
classifying lexical tones (e.g., Bidelman and Alain, 2015; Bidelman
et al., 2014b; Iverson et al., 2003). While a number of previous studies
have examined the neural correlates of categorical pitch perception in
native tone-language listeners (e.g., mismatch negativity (MMN)
studies: Xi et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2012), the
absence of a control group (i.e., nonnative speakers) has obscured
whether or not the observed effects were language-dependent and/or
tone-specific, or more broadly, reflect a generalized CP for speech that
is independent of language background (e.g., Bidelman et al., 2013b;
Kuhl and Miller, 1975).

Additionally, while behavioral studies have demonstrated cross-
language differences in the categorization of tone (e.g., Hallé et al.,
2004; Lee et al., 1996; Xu et al., 2006a), surprisingly few studies have in-
vestigated how contextual variation in pitch affects its categorization
(Francis and Ciocca, 2003). Among the handful of studies examining
context effects, Xu (1997) indicated an asymmetry in tonal production
whereby the effect of a preceding tone on the following tone, in terms
of pitch height, was greater than in the reverse direction. Similarly, in di-
syllabic word perception, Ganong (1980) found that English listeners
showed a perceptual bias and shift in their categorical boundary to-
wards the real word “dash” for a “dash-tash” continuum. This suggests
that stimulus context expands the mental category for expected or be-
haviorally relevant stimuli (McMurray et al., 2008). In termsof toneper-
ception, Lin and Wang (1984) posited that when judging tones of a
disyllable, listeners must compare the two pitch patterns in order to
make their judgments; if the first syllable is short, listeners are unable
to process the first tone before hearing the second and consequently re-
port illusory percepts. For example, listeners sometimes misjudged T1–
T2 as T3–T2 or T1–T2 as T2–T2 because they may have firstly defined
the offset of the T2 contour as the highest pitch of the disyllable before
completely processing the pitch of the first tone (Lin and Wang, 1984).
More recently, Cao et al. (2012) found that Mandarin listeners catego-
rized T2 and T3 differently depending on what tone preceded and
followed a T2/T3 continuum. That is, listeners' perceptual boundary
shifted in a stimulus-dependent manner. In contrast, nonnative lis-
teners showed no signs of such contextual biases. Collectively, studies
suggest that listeners' CP for pitch aswell as their categorical boundaries
vary as a function of surrounding stimulus context in a language-
dependent manner. Under investigation here are the neural underpin-
nings of these context- and language-dependent influences on CP.

To this end, we recorded neuroelectric brain activity from native
(Mandarin Chinese) and nonnative (English) listeners in response to
a categorically perceived pitch continuum (T2–T3). Comparisons
between language groups allowed us to elucidate potential cross-
linguistic differences in the categorical neural organization and CP for
tone. Based on our previous findings examining musical training and
CP (Bidelman andAlain, 2015), we hypothesized that native Chinese lis-
teners would show more dichotomous categorization for linguistic
tones compared to nonnative English listeners given their extensive ex-
perience with linguistically-relevant pitch. More importantly, we pre-
dicted that their perceptual enhancements would be paralleled in
stronger, more categorical neural representations for pitch as reflected
in the ERPs. Secondly, we aimed to determine the influence of stimulus
context on the categorical perception of linguistic tones. Thus, our stim-
uli included a third neutral tone (T1) thatwas presented immediately be-
fore or after the categorical continuum of interest. Extending previous
behavioral studies (e.g., Cao et al., 2012), we expected native listeners
to show more pronounced context effects than nonnative listeners as
evident bymore exaggerated shifts in both their psychometric and cor-
responding neurometric identification functions (derived frommultidi-
mensional scaling and clustering of ERPs).

Materials & methods

Participants

Twenty young adults participated in the experiment. Ten partici-
pants (5 females) served as the experimental group and were native
speakers ofMandarin Chinese (hereafter referred to as C). An additional
ten native English-speaking listeners (5 females) (hereafter referred to
as E) served as the control group. Each participant completed a language
history questionnaire (Li et al., 2006). Native speakers ofMandarinwere
considered sequential Mandarin–English bilinguals and were born and
raised in mainland China. They had not received formal instruction in
English before the age of 9 (M ± SD; 10.5 ± 2.2 years). All grew up
and earned their undergraduate degrees while in China and came to
the USA for their graduate studies. Each currently spoke Mandarin at
least 47.5% of their daily language use. Critically, none of the participants
in the English group had prior experience learning Mandarin or a tone
language of any kind. All participants had normal hearing, were right-
handed [C: 93 ± 11.3; E: 89.5 ± 12.6%] (Oldfield, 1971), had obtained
a similar level of education [C: 18.6 ± 3.1; E: 19.2 ± 1.7 years;
t(18) = 0.54, p = 0.59], and were closely matched in age [C: 26.4 ±
4.6; E: 28.7± 2.8 years; t(18)= 1.36, p=0.19]. None reported any his-
tory of neuro-psychiatric illness. Musical training is known to amplify
the processing of linguistic tones (Bidelman et al., 2011a; Wong et al.,
2007) and enhance categorical speech perception (Bidelman et al.,
2014b). Hence, all participants were required to have minimal formal
musical training (C: 0.2 ± 0.4 years; E: 1.2 ± 2.1 years; t(18) = 0.54,
p = 0.17) and no instruction within the past five years. All were paid
for their time and gave written informed consent in accordance with a
protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University
of Memphis.

Stimuli

CP tonal continua
Stimuli consisted of two tonal continua, designed to vary minimally

acoustically in their pitch patterns, yet be perceived categorically
(Fig. 1). Each set was constructed using five equally spaced pitch pat-
terns, creating a tonal continuum between Mandarin Tone 2 (T2) and
Tone 3 (T3). Specific pitch patterns were modeled after those reported
by Cao et al. (2012). To examine contextual effects on the CPof linguistic



Fig. 1. Categorical pitch patterns used to probe contextual effects on lexical tone percep-
tion. Linguistic pitch patterns varied continuously between Mandarin Tone 2 (T2) and 3
(T3) but were perceived categorically (Cao et al., 2012). The T2/T3 continuum was pre-
sented in two different stimulus contexts where level Tone 1 (T1) preceded [T1-(T2/
T3)] or followed the categorical pitch continuum [(T2/T3)-T1]. Each tonal pattern was
overlaid onto a 500ms disyllabic vowel sequence /mama/. Time waveforms (top) demar-
cate the amplitude profiles of the two vowel sequence.
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tones, this T2/T3 continuum was presented in two different stimulus
contexts. In the first context, T1 preceded the T2/T3 continuum
[i.e., “T1-(T2/T3)” context]; in the second, it followed the categorical
continuum [i.e., “(T2/T3)–T1”]. In both cases, the continua itself was
otherwise identical; only its position relative to T1 differed between
the two stimulus contexts. Each pair of tonal patterns was overlaid
onto a 500 ms disyllabic vowel sequence /mama/ synthesized in
PRAAT (Boersma and Weenink, 2013). It should be noted that the
vowel sequence /mama/ with the current tonal patterns has no mean-
ing in Mandarin. The length of each individual syllable (i.e., lexical
tone segment) was 250 ms. In total, there were 10 stimulus conditions
(2 contexts × 5 continuum steps). Stimulus presentationwas controlled
byMATLAB®2014 (TheMathWorks, Inc.) routed through a TDT RP2 in-
terface (Tucker-Davis Technologies). Auditory stimuli were delivered
binaurally at an intensity of 83 dB SPL through insert earphones (ER-2,
Etymotic Research).

Stimulus presentation and task
During electrophysiological recordings, subjects performed a

speeded categorization task of the tonal stimuli (e.g., Bidelman et al.,
2013b, 2014a). Listeners heard 200 randomly ordered exemplars of
each token and were asked to judge only the T2/T3 portion of the
stimuli by labeling them with a binary response as quickly as possible
(“T2” or “T3”) via a keyboard button press (Cao et al., 2012). Ample
practice was provided prior to starting the experimental run to ensure
task familiarization. The two contexts were tested in separate blocks,
counterbalanced across subjects. Following the participant's response,
the interstimulus interval was jittered randomly between 400 and
600 ms (20-ms steps, rectangular distribution) and the next trial com-
menced. Listeners were offered a break after each block. Duration of
testing including electrode preparation, testing, and breaks, lasted ~2 h.

Electrophysiological recordings and preprocessing

Participants sat comfortably in an electro-acoustically shielded booth
to facilitate recording of neurophysiological responses. Neuroelectric
activity was recorded from 64 sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes at standard
10–10 locations around the scalp (Oostenveld and Praamstra, 2001)
using standard procedures from our lab (e.g., Bidelman and Grall,
2014). Continuous EEGs were digitized using a sampling rate of 500 Hz
(SynAmps RT amplifiers; Compumedics Neuroscan) using an online
lowpass filter with a cutoff of 200 Hz. Responses were then stored to
disk for offline analysis. Electrodes placed on the outer canthi of the
eyes and the superior and inferior orbit were used to monitor ocular
activity. During online acquisition, all electrodes were referenced to an
additional sensor placed ~1 cm posterior to Cz. However, data were re-
referenced off-line to a common average reference. Contact impedances
were maintained ≤10 kΩ throughout the duration of the experiment.

Subsequent preprocessingwas performed in Curry 7 (Compumedics
Neuroscan) and custom routines coded in MATLAB. Ocular artifacts
(saccades and blink artifacts) were corrected in the continuous EEG
using a principal component analysis (PCA) (Wallstrom et al., 2004).
The PCA decomposition provided a set of scalp projections (compo-
nents) that best explained the average topography of the blink/saccadic
artifacts measured by the EOG channels. The scalp projection of the first
two PCA loadingswas subtracted from the continuous EEG traces to nul-
lify ocular contamination in the final ERPs. Cleaned EEGs were then dig-
itally filtered (1–20 Hz; zero-phase filters), epoched (−200–1000 ms,
where t = 0 was the onset of the stimulus), baseline-corrected to the
pre-stimulus period, and subsequently averaged in the time domain to
obtain ERPs for each stimulus condition per participant.

In our previous reports, robust categorical effects were observed in
the auditory evoked potentials at frontocentral locations of the scalp
(i.e., FCz electrode), indicative of bilateral sources in auditory cortex
(Bidelman et al., 2013b, 2014a, 2014b). Nevertheless, neuronal sources
of evoked potentials are a mixture of volume conducted potentials
generated from a variety of active generators; “cross-talk” between ad-
jacent sensor measurements precluded firm conclusions as to where in
the brain these CP effects were actually generated. To more directly
assess whether or not activity emitted from auditory cortex shows
categorical processing, we performed a distributed source analysis
(Bidelman and Dexter, 2015).

Source reconstruction was implemented in the MATLAB package
Brainstorm (Tadel et al., 2011). We used a realistic, boundary element
model (BEM) volume conductor (Fuchs et al., 1998, 2002) standardized
to theMNI brain (Mazziotta et al., 1995). A BEMmodel was chosen as it
is less prone to spatial errors than other head models (e.g., spherical
conductor) (Fuchs et al., 2002). We used the well-established sLORETA
inverse solution (Pascual-Marqui, 2002) to estimate the distributed
neuronal current density underlying the recorded sensor data. This al-
gorithm models the inverse solution as a large number of elementary
dipole generators distributed over nodes on a mesh of the cortical sur-
face. When constrained to neocortical layers, the aggregate strength of
source activity can be projected spatiotemporally onto the neuroanato-
my, akin to functional maps in fMRI. The resultant activation maps
represent the transcranial current source density underlying the
scalp-recorded potentials as seen from the cortical surface. We used
the default settings in Brainstorm's implementation of sLORETA (Tadel
et al., 2011). Time-courses of the sLORETA solution were then extracted
within a predefined region of interest (ROI) situated in bilateral primary
auditory cortex (A1) (i.e., Heschl's gyrus). ROI parcellationwas based on
anatomical segmentations (Fischl et al., 2004) and the OpenMEEG BEM
head model (Gramfort et al., 2010) as implemented in Brainstorm
(Tadel et al., 2011). Resulting sourcewaveforms reflect the neural activity
(current,measured in μAmm) as seenwithin the anatomical ROI (i.e., left/
right A1). Visual inspection of the ERP scalp topographies revealed largely
bilateral symmetric responses (i.e., no laterality) for both language groups
(data not shown). Thus, left and right hemisphere A1 source waveforms
were averaged to reduce the dimensionality of the data.

Neurometric identification functions derived from cortical source ERPs

We constructed “neurometric” identification functions derived from
the source ERPs using a data-driven approach (i.e., multidimensional
scaling and clustering of responses)—adopted and modified from tech-
niques of Chang et al. (2010)—that implements the definition of CP
(Bidelman and Alain, 2015; Bidelman et al., 2013b). The rationale
behind this approach is that within category speech sounds are
perceived as belonging to the same class and thus, should elicit similar
neural activity patterns whereas across category tokens are heard as
dissimilar and should elicit more divergent neural responses. In speech
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perception, psychophysical differences are often explored using confu-
sion matrices representing the perceptual dissimilarity between sound
tokens. Analogous “neural dissimilarity” matrices (Bidelman and Alain,
2015; Bidelman et al., 2013b; Chang et al., 2010) were computed sepa-
rately within a time window spanning 20-ms centered on the cortical
P2 wave of each individuals' source ERPs. We restricted analysis to the
P2 as derivations of neurometric functions from earlier sensory compo-
nents (i.e., P1, N1) showed poor correspondence with behavior (data
not shown). This is consistent with our previous studies which demon-
strate that categorical neural organization in the ERPs of younger adults
did not emerge prior to P2 (Bidelman et al., 2013b). Additionally, we
have shown changes in CPwith age (Bidelman et al., 2014a) and audito-
ry experience, e.g., musical training (Bidelman and Alain, 2015;
Bidelman et al., 2014b), are predicted based on neural activity in the
P2 time window.

The P2 analysiswindowwas adjusted according to the stimulus con-
text so that it aligned with the timing of the critical T2/T3 continuum's
onset and each subjects' P2 wave. For the T1-(T2/T3) context, P2 was
taken as the positive deflection at an absolute latency of ~400 ms, that
is, ~150 ms after the onset of the T2/T3 continuum in that condition
(see Fig. 4, “P2b”). For the (T2/T3)-T1 context, the relevant P2 occurred
much earlier (~150ms) given that the onset of the continuum occurred
at time= 0 (Fig. 4, “P2a”). Within the P2 analysis window for each con-
text, the standardized Euclidean distance was computed between the
source waveforms of all pairwise response combinations and used to
construct a dissimilarity matrix (see Fig. 5, top panels). Each matrix
cell quantifies the degree to which neuroelectric amplitudes within
auditory cortex differs between a given pair of tonal stimuli.

Neural dissimilarity matrices were then submitted to a multidimen-
sional scaling (MDS) analysis to visualize differences in neurophysiolog-
ical responses across stimuli in a two-dimensional Euclidean space.
MDS is a popular tool for examining perceptual dissimilarities between
auditory stimuli (Borg and Groenen, 2005; Shepard, 1980); we used it
here to similarly examine the dissimilarity of neural responses elicited
by a speech continuum (Bidelman and Alain, 2015; Bidelman et al.,
2013b). Graphically, points in MDS space represent empirical distances
between brain responses akin to geographic distances between cities on
a map. Within-category speech sounds are more difficult to discrimi-
nate and thus, elicit responses which are positioned closer together in
MDS space; across-category tokens are easier to discriminate and
hence, are well separated geometrically (Bidelman and Alain, 2015;
Bidelman et al., 2013b; Chang et al., 2010). A stress value b0.1, which
represents the reconstruction's “badness of fit”, was obtained with a
MDS solution of only two dimensions indicating an adequate fit to the
data (Borg and Groenen, 2005).

We applied k-means clustering (k = 2) to the MDS solution to test
whether ERPs grouped in ameaningfulway that paralleled psychophys-
ical classifications based solely on differences between the evoked
activity generated by each lexical pitch pattern. The choice of two
clusters was based on the a priori knowledge that perceptually, our
stimuli fell into one of two distinct phonetic categories (i.e., “T2” and
“T3”) (cf. Bidelman and Alain, 2015; Bidelman et al., 2013b; Chang
et al., 2010) and the fact that our behavioral task forced listeners to
make a binary decision when labeling tokens. Objects falling within a
given cluster were considered to be representatives of the same lexical
tone identity (i.e., phonetic category) (see Fig. 5).

“Neurometric” identification functions were then constructed for
each lexical tone category by computing the normalized distance be-
tween each of the individual responses (as represented in MDS space)
and each of the two cluster means (representing a neural exemplar, or
“template”, for each tone category) (for details, see Bidelman et al.,
2013b; Chang et al., 2010). Generated with respect to both cluster
means, the resulting functions estimate howwell neural activity evoked
by each linguistic pitch pattern fits into one of the two discrete tonal
categories (see Fig. 6). Comparisons between the degree to which
Chinese- and English-speakers' neurometric functions paralleled their
psychometric functions (i.e., via correlations) allowed us to assess po-
tential language-dependent effects on CP and whether or not native lis-
teners showed more pronounced categorical encoding/organization for
pitch. Comparisons between contexts allowed us to verify that our data
driven approach (i.e., “neurometric functions”) is sensitive to, and able
to predict, the contextual influences on the CP boundary observed
behaviorally.

Behavioral data analysis

Psychometric identification scores were fit with a two-parameter
sigmoid function (Bidelman et al., 2011d, 2013b) as detailed in Xu
et al. (2006a). We used standard logistic regression: P = 1 / [1 + e−
β1(x − β0)], where P is the proportion of trials identified as a given
vowel, x, the step number along the stimulus continuum, and β0 and
β1 the location and slope of the logistic fit estimated using an iterative,
nonlinear least-squares regression procedure as implemented in
MATLAB's ‘nlinfit’ function. Comparing parameters across groups and
conditions revealed possible differences in the location and “steepness”
(i.e., rate of change) of the categorical speech boundary as a function of
language experience and stimulus context. Behavioral speech labeling
speeds (i.e., reaction times; RTs) were computed as listeners' mean
response latency across trials for a given condition. RTs outside
250–3500mswere deemed outliers and excluded from further analysis
(e.g., Bidelman and Alain, 2015; Bidelman et al., 2013b).

Statistical analysis

Unless otherwise specified, two-way, mixed-model ANOVAs were
conducted on the behavioral variables, i.e., CP location (β0) and slope
(β1) parameters and RTs (SAS® 9.4, SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA).
Dependent measures were square-root transformed prior to analysis
to improve homogeneity of variance assumptions necessary for para-
metric statistics. Group (2 levels; C, E) functioned as the between-
subjects factor and tonal context [2 levels: T1-(T2/T3); (T2/T3)-T1] as
thewithin-subjects factor; subjects nestedwithin group served as a ran-
dom factor. Tukey–Kramermultiple comparisons controlled Type I error
inflation. Significance level was set at α = 0.05.

Results

Behavioral psychometric functions

Behavioral speech identification functions are shown in Fig. 2 and CP
slope and location measures in Fig. 3. Despite the continuous acoustic
change in the stimuli, listeners heard a clear perceptual shift in the
tonal category (T2 vs. T3) near the midpoint of the continuum which
varied according to language experience and stimulus context (Fig. 3).
In both groups, the overall location of the perceptual boundary shifted
(leftward) according to the tonal context [sole main effect of context:
F1, 18 = 4.57, p = 0.046]; listeners were more biased to hear “T3” in
the (T2/T3)-T1 tonal context compared to the T1-(T2/T3) context. A
priori comparisons by group revealed that the location of the CP bound-
ary shifted with tonal context in Chinese listeners (p=0.028) whereas
it was invariant in the English group (p = 0.57) (cf. Figs. 3B and E).
Comparisons of the slope of listeners' psychometric functions (Figs. 3A
and D) revealed a main effect of group [F1, 18 = 9.12, p = 0.0074].
That is, Chinese listeners obtained steeper classification functions than
their English counterparts across the board.

By context, an ANOVA (tonal stimulus, 5 levels, group: 2 levels) on
speech labeling speeds (RTs) revealed a group × stimulus interaction
in the T1-(T2/T3) context [F4, 72 = 2.55, p=0.046] (Fig. 3C). The signif-
icant interaction indicates a differential pattern of labeling speeds be-
tween language groups. Post-hoc contrasts revealed that Chinese
listeners were slower at classifying speech tokens near the CP boundary
(token 3) relative to others in the continuum [t72 = 5.71, p b 0.0001]. In



Fig. 3.Cross-language differences in categorical perception. Comparison of the “steepness”
(A) and location (B) of psychometric identification functions per language group for the
T1-(T2/T3) tonal context. (C) Speech labeling speeds for tone identification. Chinese
show steeper identification functions than English speakers, indicating greater perceptual
distinction between pitch categories. Chinese listeners are slower to label sounds near the
categorical boundary (stimulus 3)—indicative of CP—whereas English classification speeds
are invariant across the continuum. (D–F) same as panel A–C but for the (T2/T3)-T1 con-
text. Chinese obtain steeper identification than their English-speaking peers but with a
leftward shift in the perceptual boundary and less categorical labeling speeds. Error
bars = s.e.m.

Fig. 2. Psychometric tone identification for Chinese and English listeners as a function of
stimulus context. Despite the continuous acoustic change in the stimuli, listeners heard
a clear perceptual shift in the tonal category (T2 vs. T3) near the midpoint of the continu-
um that varied according to language experience and stimulus context. The overall loca-
tion of the perceptual boundary shifted leftward in the (T2/T3)-T1 compared to the T1-
(T2/T3) context, particularly in the Chinese group, demonstrating a contextual effect on
the categorization of lexical tones. Chinese generally showed sharper identification func-
tions than English listeners indicating more dichotomous internalized representations
for pitch patterns. Error bars = s.e.m.
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contrast, English listeners RTs were invariant across the continuum
[t72 = 1.74, p = 0.08]. The relative slowing of speech labeling speeds
near the CP boundary is consistent with previous reports examining
speeded vowel classification (Bidelman et al., 2013b, 2014b; Pisoni
and Tash, 1974). The fact that this pattern is only observed in the
Chinese further indicates that the T1-(T2/T3) context is perceived
more categorically in native compared to nonnative listeners
(cf. Bidelman et al., 2014b).

For the (T2/T3)-T1 context, the ANOVA revealed a solemain effect of
stimulus on behavioral RTs [F4, 72 = 2.86, p=0.0294] (Fig. 3F). Follow-
up contrasts failed to reveal reliable differences across stimuli in either
group. Thus, unlike the T1-(T2/T3) context, there were no language-
dependent differences in speech labeling speeds for the (T2/T3)-T1
context. Collectively, behavioral results indicate that (i) Chinese lis-
teners have stronger categorical perception for linguistic pitch patterns
than English listeners and (ii) CP of lexical tones varies with stimulus
context, being much stronger in native speakers when the categorical
continuum follows compared to when it precedes a precursor tone,
i.e., T1-(T2/T3) vs. (T2/T3)-T1 context, respectively.

Cortical ERPs to CP tones

Grand average cortical source responses for each language group
and stimulus context are shown in Fig. 4. Obligatory waves of the audi-
tory cortical ERPs appeared in thefirst ~150–200ms following the time-
locking stimulus. Early components (labeled N1a, P2a) reflect the
encoding of the initial syllable. Following the onset of the second lexical
tone, anotherN1–P2 signature is observed (labeledN1b, P2b). P2 ampli-
tudes were weaker in the T1-(T2/T3) context due to neural habituation
and response overlapwith the first tone; P2bwas similar in both ampli-
tude [F1, 72 = 0.84, p = 0.37] and latency [F1, 72 = 1.38, p = 0.25] be-
tween groups. However, Chinese showed stronger [F1, 72 = 4.38, p =
0.05] and earlier (~10ms) [F1, 72= 5.99, p=0.02] P2a responses to lex-
ical tones than the English group for the (T2/T3)-T1 context, consistent
with the well-known experience-dependent enhancements of pitch
processing in native tone-language speakers (e.g., Bidelman et al.,
2011a, 2011b; Chandrasekaran et al., 2007b, 2009a). Thesefindings cor-
roborate the notion that tone-language speakers generally have en-
hanced neural encoding of lexical pitch compared to non-native
listeners and is largely expected based on prior work (e.g., Bidelman
et al., 2011a, 2011b, 2013a; Chandrasekaran et al., 2007b; Giuliano
et al., 2011; Krishnan et al., 2010). In addition to these simple group dif-
ferences, we aimed to identify if Mandarin speakers showedmore cate-
gorical neural organization in their neural response to tone than
English-speaking individuals.

Neurometric classification derived from cortical ERPs

Using differences between P2a/P2b current source responses, we
constructed neural dissimilarity matrices, analogous to perceptual con-
fusion matrices, to quantify the degree to which each group's brain ac-
tivity could differentiate linguistic pitches and evaluate how neural
organization for tone changed with stimulus context (e.g., see Fig. 5a
in Bidelman and Alain, 2015). MDS applied to dissimilarity scores pro-
vides a visualization of response dissimilarities in a common Euclidean
space; distances between objects quantify the magnitude of neural re-
sponse dissimilarity (Fig. 5). MDS “maps” showed that ERPs to within-
category tonal stimuli elicited similar patterns of neural activity and



Fig. 4. Cortical source waveforms to CP tonal stimuli as a function of language experience and stimulus context. Traces represent the grand average neuroelectric activity (measured as
current source amplitudes; μAmm) extracted from the primary auditory cortices via distributed source analysis. “Token 1” and “Token 2” (dotted lines) demarcate the two syllable seg-
ments of the disyllabic pair (see Fig. 1). Obligatory waves of the auditory cortical response appear in the first ~200ms following the time-locking stimulus (N1a, P2a) and again following
the onset of the second lexical tone (N1b, P2b). Chinese show stronger encoding of lexical tones than English speakers. Note the modulations in the P2 waves (P2a and P2b) across the
stimulus continua which mark the time window for deriving neurometric identification functions (i.e., Fig. 5). S1-S5, continuum stimulus token.
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appeared with closer proximity in geometric space; across-category to-
kens elicited divergent activity andweremapped farther apart. Cluster-
ing performed on MDS solutions revealed that cortical responses
generated across the tonal continua could be meaningfully segregated
into two distinct groupings (i.e., “T2” and “T3” clusters) mimicking the
two phonetic classes of lexical tone heard by listeners (Fig. 5). Chinese
MDS maps revealed that speech sounds clustered in a more consistent
manner which paralleled perception. For example, tokens 1–3 grouped
near one another but were remote from tokens 4–5. In contrast, English
listeners' maps revealed patterns of miss-classifications where percep-
tually similar tones were erroneously assigned to opposing clusters
(e.g., token 1 and token 4, Fig. 5A, right panels).

Neurometric identification functionswere derived for each language
group and stimulus context using the distance between evoked re-
sponses (as represented in MDS space) elicited by each tonal stimuli
(i.e., Fig. 5) and the two clustermeans (representing a neural “template”
for each tone category), i.e., “T2” vs. “T3”. Neurometric functions provide
estimates of howwell each group's pattern of neural activity evoked by
each pitch patternfit into one of the two discrete tonal categories. At the
group level, Chinese neural classification functions for the T1-(T2/T3)
context were strikingly similar to behavioral identification scores and
closely mirrored their psychometric counterparts (Fig. 6A) [“T2”
brain-behavior correlation: r = 0.97, p = 0.0061; “T3”: r = 0.98, p =
0.0047]. Contrastively, English-speakers' neural responses were less re-
liable in predicting their behavioral CP [“T2”: r = 0.91, p = 0.01; “T3”:
r=0.86, p=0.07]. Similarly, for the (T2/T3)-T1 context, neural identi-
fication functions showed a slight leftward shift in the location of the CP
boundary, mirroring the leftward bias in listeners' perception
(e.g., Fig. 2). Correlations between neuro- and psycho-metric functions
were less robust for this context for both Chinese [“T2”: r = 0.74, p =
0.15; “T3”: r = 0.87, p = 0.05] and English [“T2”: r = 0.96, p =
0.0068; “T3”: r = 0.04, p = 0.95] listeners.

These group-level correlations were confirmed at the individual-
level. Critically, brain-behavior correlations computed separately for
each participant revealed stronger correspondence between
neurometric and psychometric functions in Chinese listeners (Fig. 6C).
An ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of group on brain-
behavior correlations [F1, 18 = 5.56, p = 0.029]. The sole main effect of
group (with no context effect or group × context interaction) indicates
that Chinese listeners' neural responses showed closer correspondence
with behavior across the board. Collectively, our findings demonstrate
that cortical neural activity contains sufficient information (i) to predict
listeners' categorical perception of linguistic tones (cf. speech vowels:
Bidelman and Alain, 2015; Bidelman et al., 2013b) and (ii) cross-
language enhancements and contextual influences on the categorical
processing of linguistic pitch.

Discussion

We investigated cross-language and contextual stimulus effects on the
cortical encoding of linguistic pitch patterns. Findings of the current study
relate to three primary observations: (1) the sequential order of linguistic
tones modulates listeners' categorical perception (i.e., identification) of
lexical pitch patterns and these contextual effects are more prominent
in native Chinese listeners; (2) there is higher coupling between brain
and behavioral responses to linguistic pitch in tone- vs. non-tone



Fig. 5. Neural organization for pitch is more categorical in native compared to nonnative
tone-language listeners. Multidimensional scaling (MDS) solution of neural dissimilarity
matrices quantify the Euclidean distance between source activity across the tonal continua
for each group and stimulus context. (A) T1-(T2/T3) context; (B) (T2/T3)-T1 context.
Stimuli eliciting similar neural responses appear closer inMDS space, akin to adjacent cit-
ies on amap. Twomeaningful clusters emerge (orange= “T2” cluster; green= “T3” clus-
ter; ‘x’ = cluster centroids) mimicking the two lexical categories of the stimulus set.
Examples of the T2 and T3 classification regions based on k-means clustering of the
MDS space are shown as dotted ellipsoids in the upper left panel.

Fig. 6. Cross-language and contextual comparison of neurometric (solid) and psychometric (dot
ing the Euclidean distance between neural responses, as represented in MDS space (see Fig. 5)
functions closelymirror behavior in Chinese listeners but aremuch less faithful in the English gr
slightly leftward, paralleling the perceptual bias with context observed in listeners' psychomet
text. Chinese showed closer correspondence between their psychometric and neurometric class
guistic pitch patterns. Error bars and shading = s.e.m.
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language listeners; and (3) there is a stronger,more categorical neural or-
ganization for pitch in primary auditory cortex for native Chinese com-
pared to their English speaking counterparts. Collectively, our findings
indicate that both stimulus context and language experience modulate
the early auditory cortical encoding and behavioral categorization of
pitch.

Tone language experience strengthens categorical neural organization for
pitch

In the present study, we found overall enhanced cortical responses
to linguistic pitch patterns in Chinese compared to English-speaking lis-
teners.More robust cortical encoding of pitch in tone-language listeners
is consistent with recent neurophysiological studies which have dem-
onstrated that both cortical (Chandrasekaran et al., 2007a; Gandour
et al., 2000; Giuliano et al., 2011) and subcortical (Bidelman et al.,
2011a, 2011b, 2011c; Krishnan et al., 2010, 2011) auditory processing
is enhanced in Chinese listeners in response to complex pitched stimuli.
These findings further bolster the notion that long-term language expe-
rience produces experience-dependent changes in auditory brain func-
tion and improves the psychophysiological processing of tone. In the
case of tonal languages, extensive experience with linguistic pitch
shapes auditory processing in accordance with the functional demands
of theMandarin tonal space, conferring a listenerwith higher sensitivity
and fidelity to pitch-relevant information (e.g., Bidelman et al., 2011a).
Our findings also corroborate previousMMNstudieswhich have shown
larger mismatch responses for native phonetic deviants, but not nonna-
tive or within-category speech contrasts (e.g., Dehaene-Lambertz,
1997; Dorman, 1974; Phillips et al., 2000) but see (Maiste et al.,
1995). Similar categorical encoding has been reported in speakers of
tonal languages, who show stronger MMNs for between- relative to
within-category linguistic tones (Xi et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012;
Zheng et al., 2012). Prior studies have thus shown that language experi-
ence can at least sensitize the brain's discrimination of native and non-
native speech categories.
ted) categorical identification functions. (A–B) Neurometric functions derived by comput-
and the two cluster means, representing the prototypical “T2” and “T3” categories. Neural
oup. Across stimulus contexts (A vs. B), the location of the neurometric CP boundary shifts
ric functions (see Fig. 2). (C) Brain-behavior correlations for each group and stimulus con-
ification functions than English, indicating stronger categorical neural organization for lin-
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Ourfindings further extend these previous studies bydemonstrating
that tone-language speakers actually have stronger, more dichotomous
neural representations of linguistically relevant pitch contours which
mirrors their more categorical perception of tone (present study; Peng
et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2006a). Comparison between “neurometric” and
psychometric tone identification revealed a stronger categorical organi-
zation of tone in Chinese listeners, i.e., neural responses more closely
mirrored perception (Figs. 5–6). Indeed, across both stimulus contexts,
Chinese showed a closer correspondence between brain and behavioral
responses than English listeners. These findings imply a differential pat-
tern of speech processing between language groups whereby native lis-
teners' neural code carries more behaviorally-relevant information of
the speech signal than nonnative listeners (at least with regard to
pitch). They also complement our recent studies demonstrating that
other forms of intensive pitch experience (e.g., musical training) simi-
larly yield improved CP at both behavioral and neural levels
(Bidelman and Alain, 2015; Bidelman et al., 2014b). We infer that
tone-language expertise, as with musicianship (Bidelman and Alain,
2015), acts to warp or restrict the perceptual space near categorical
pitch boundaries, supplying a more dichotomous decision when
classifying sound objects. A more categorical neural organization for
lexical tones—a direct consequence of speaking a tone-language—may
account for the sharper, more dichotomous, and faster classification of
linguistically relevant pitch contourswe find in Chinese participants be-
haviorally (Fig. 3). There is some indication that native speaker's cate-
gorization of pitch is domain general, that is, is observed for both
speech and non-speech stimuli that contain linguistically relevant
pitch (Chandrasekaran et al., 2009b; Xu et al., 2006a). Of interest to
future studies would be to examine if Chinese listeners' CP benefits
observed here generalize to non-speech stimuli (e.g., hummed pitch
patterns).

Interestingly, categorical encodingwas observed in the timeframe of
the P2 complex, early auditory cortical components thought to reflect
synchronized neural activity from thalamic and early auditory cortical
generators (Näätänen and Picton, 1987; Picton et al., 1999). Categorical
speech coding likely depends on both the time course (Bidelman et al.,
2013b; Toscano et al., 2010) and a variety of spatiotemporally distribut-
ed brain areas, including frontal andmiddle temporal gyri (Myers et al.,
2009; Zhang et al., 2011). Yet, our results examining cortical source ac-
tivity demonstrates that primary auditory cortex is capable of coding
higher-order categorical information within the timeframe of the P2
(~150–175 ms after the phonetic continuum). Recent intracranial re-
cordings have implicated aspects of posterior superior temporal gyrus
in categorical (i.e., phonetic) speech processing (Chang et al., 2010).
Using comparable analysis techniques, our far-field data extend these
findings by demonstrating CP organization emerges as early as primary
auditory regions (A1). They also challenge the notion that early auditory
cortical activity is simply an exogenous reflection of the stimulus.
Rather, the fact that CP for linguistic pitch emerges by the P2 wave
(150–200 ms) provides convincing evidence that the categorical
(i.e., phonetic) representation of speech emerges within the first few
hundred milliseconds after the onset of sound (Bidelman and Alain,
2015; Bidelman et al., 2013b; Chang et al., 2010).

Categorical coding in this early time window also contrasts findings
from Zheng et al. (2014), who suggested that the classification of lexical
tones is apparent only in more endogenous, attention-dependent neu-
ral responses (e.g., P300). However, themajority of previous ERP studies
on the CP of lexical tones have employed the MMN responses recorded
in passive oddball paradigms (Xi et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012; Zheng
et al., 2012). Taken together, it seems that categorical neural organiza-
tion emerges only when listeners actively attend and classify sounds
(Bidelman et al., 2013b) (but see Chang et al., 2010, for an example of
passive CP). As such, passively evoked MMNs may not capture neural
correlates of CP (e.g., Xi et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012; Zheng et al.,
2012). Regardless of whether or not attention is a necessary require-
ment for the categorical neural coding we observe, we note CP effects
are fast, and influence neural representations for pitch within
150–200 ms of sound entering the ear.

Context effects in the categorical perception of lexical tone

A basic tenant of perception is that humans form equivalence classes
by assigning similar objects to the same categorical membership
(Goldstone and Hendrickson, 2010). An extreme view of CP is that
once established, internalized speech prototypes (i.e., equivalence clas-
ses) are invariant to superficial stimulus manipulation or context
(Liberman et al., 1957). This strong position predicts that stimulus con-
text should have little effect on CP. That is, sound elements that precede
or follow a stimulus continuum should not influence its categorization
or location of the perceptual boundary. On the contrary, context effects
have been observed in CP for speech (Holt and Lotto, 2010). Indeed, the
location of the CP boundary can shift dependent on surrounding acous-
tic characteristics (e.g., Ganong, 1980; Holt and Lotto, 2010; Pisoni,
1975, current study), suggesting that phonetic categories are flexible
and depend partially on other adjacent signals (Repp and Liberman,
1987).

While context effects in CP have been established for consonant and
vowel sounds, we are aware of only a handful of studies that have
examined how contextual variation modulates the CP for lexical tones
(Cao et al., 2012; Cao and Wang, 2011; Francis and Ciocca, 2003;
Wong and Diehl, 2003) and no study that has examined cross-
language differences in these phenomena. Here, we show that the
order of linguistic tones strongly influences their CP.We found that Chi-
nese listeners showed stronger, more categorical perception when the
tonal continuum was preceded by a subsequent tone, i.e., T1-(T2/T3)
context (Fig. 3). This was evident in the symmetry of identification at
the perceptual boundary and speech labeling speeds, which showed
the stereotyped slowing of responses near the categorical decision
boundary (cf. Bidelman et al., 2013b, 2014b; Pisoni and Tash, 1974). In
contrast, listeners showed less categorical perception when classifying
an identical tonal continuum when it was followed by a subsequent
tone [i.e., (T2/T3)-T1 context]. Additionally, they showed a perceptual
bias for hearing T3 despite equidistant stimulus spacing (see Fig. 2).
More critically, perceptual responses were closely paralleled in lis-
teners' “neurometric” identification functions which showed a similar
shift in the CP boundary. Cross-language differences in the (T2/T3)-T1
context suggest that Chinese listeners may have perceived each disylla-
ble as a unit (i.e., words but unnatural combinations), whereas English
listeners perceived each disyllable as two unrelated syllables. Regard-
less, thesefindings provide clear evidence that the context inwhich lex-
ical tones occur influences their neural organization and subsequent
behavioral categorization. Moreover, they show that stimulus context
can expand the category of the expected stimulus (McMurray et al.,
2008), as reflected in both neural and behavioral responses.

But how do we account for the psychophysiological bias in the
(T2/T3)-T1 context? Contextual tonal variation could be related to the
frequency of linguistic pitch combinations used in daily communica-
tion. If certain tonal combinations are utilized more often, listeners
might be more sensitized to particular orderings of disyllables
compared to others. To explicitly test this hypothesis, we collected fre-
quency data for 3000 bigrams (sequences of two adjacent characters) in
news (n = 1500) and fiction (n = 1500) excerpts from a searchable,
online Chinese corpus of text (Da, 2004). We used the default parame-
ters (bigram frequency ≥ 50 and mutual information value ≥ 3.5) to re-
trieve bigrams and then a native speaker (second author) judged
whether the 3000 pairs were meaningful words. Consequently, we
identified 1317 meaningful disyllables from the news database and
1338 disyllables from the fiction database. We found that the sequence
T1-(T2/T3) occurredmore frequently (news: n=119; fiction: n=123)
than (T2/T3)-T1 combination (news: n = 90; fiction: n = 94). These
ratings were confirmed by a second native speaker of Mandarin
naïve to the purposes of the experiment (inter-reliability correlation:
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r = 0.97). Speculatively, we suggest that our listeners may have been
more aware of and required less time to process the T1-(T2/T3) combi-
nation given its preponderance in the Chinese lexicon. As implied by
our preliminary lexical analysis, it is possible that such frequency effects
explain why native listeners in the current study heard the T1-(T2/T3)
context more categorically and were faster at classifying tokens than
in the (T2/T3)-T1 context. Nevertheless, the limited size of the corpus
examined here may not provide sufficient coverage of Mandarin's
bigram statistics. Future lexical analyses employing more extensive
written and spoken word corpuses are needed to fully test the role of
behavioral relevance and stimulus experience on CP.

Conclusion

Collectively, our data lead us to infer that long-term tone-language
experience tunes early auditory cortical mechanisms responsible for
the categorization of pitch. Moreover, these experience-dependent
effects are malleable to stimulus context as pitch identification varies
according to the order and context of the surrounding acoustic signal.
Language- and stimulus-dependent factors in CP interact and seem to
dependon the frequencywithwhich tones naturally occur in a listener's
native lexicon; more frequent pitch contexts are perceived more cate-
gorically than those which occur less often.
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